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Conference « Law, Economy and
agricultural commodity markets », March 2021st, 2013, :
Auditorium THOMSON
Haussman, Paris 9e
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Speculation on agricultural commodities is a topical yet still
unfamiliar subject. Although food commodities are basic goods
for human consumption, their accessibility depends in great part
on the price at which they are traded on markets. Therefore, it is
important to understand the legal and economic mechanisms
involved in the process of pricing.
On the initiative of LASCAUX, a conference between lawyers
and economists will take place during two days to discuss the
issues relating to global food security and reflect on the role of
the law and the economy in regard to speculation on prices as
well as potential solutions to the issue of access to sufficient and
healthy food
The acts of the colloquim will be published by Lextenso in the
collection Droit & Economie. A selection of contributions will
also be published in the Revue de jurisprudence commerciale
and in the Revue trimestrielle de droit financier.
The complete program of the event is available on our website.

Recent Lascaux events
Seminar « Legislative developments 2012 », organized by
the Institut de Recherche en Droit Privé (IRDP - E. A.
1166), March 11th, 2013, University of Nantes :
During this seminar, Camille COLLART DUTILLEUL (PhD
student at the Lascaux Program) explained the recent
developments of the Regulation (EU) n° 1151/2012 of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 21 November 2012
on quality schemes for agricultural products and foodstuffs. For
more information on this seminar, please follow this link.

Seminar « d’un campus à l’autre 2012-1013 », March 12th,
2013 at the Campus Lombardie, Nantes.
At the initiative of the University of Nantes, the purpose of this
event was to encourage exchanges the different research
laboratories of the University. To this end, Sarah TURBEAUX,
Alhousseini DIABATE and Brice HUGOU presented the
objectives and the work of the Lascaux Program.

Thesis defense of Sylvestre Yamthieu
Sylvestre YAMTHIEU, PhD student at the
University of N’gaoundéré (Cameroun), linked to
the Institut de Recherche en droit Privé (IRDP –
University of Nantes) and member of the Lascaux
Program, will defend his thesis entitled « Acces to
food and industrial property law » on April 3rd,
2013 at the Faculty of Law and political sciences
of the University of Nantes. His thesis was written under the
supervision of Professor J.-P. CLAVIER (University of Nantes)
and Professor J. FOMETEU (University of N’gaoundéré).

Lascaux’s blog
You will find below the latest entries published by the team on
Lascaux’s blog :
 A. DIABATE, L’accès à la terre et le droit des investissements
au Mali, February 25th, 2013
 P.-E. BOUILLOT, « L’information du consommateur sur les
aliments issus d’animaux nourris aux OGM », February 15th,
2013.
 Camille COLLART DUTILLEUL, « Les nouveautés du règlement
n° 1151/2012 relatif aux systèmes de qualité applicables aux
produits agricoles et aux denrées alimentaires », February 8th,
2013.

Contribute to the blog
Lascaux’s blog is now open to public contributions. If you would
like to write for LASCAUX, feel free to send an email to
lascaux.recherche@univ-nantes.fr.

To follow us
Feel free to contribute to the enrichment of Lascaux’s online
library by sharing your texts of national, regional or
international law. To do so, please contact Jean-Philippe
Bugnicourt.
Lascaux’s website www.droit-aliments-terre.eu is regularly
updated. If you want to follow the work of the Program, you
can subscribe to the RSS feeds and visit us on our Facebook
and Twitter accounts.
In the meantime, you can also read the collective blog of the
Lascaux team.
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